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About This Content

Discover the WRC Concept Car S, a WRC-class car created exclusively for the official FIA World Rally Championship video
game. The car can be used in Quick Rally and Quick Stage modes.
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Title: WRC 5 - WRC Concept Car S
Genre: Racing
Developer:
KT Racing
Publisher:
Bigben Interactive, Plug In Digital
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7

Processor: Intel® Core i3 / AMD Phenom™ II X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 9800 GTX / AMD Radeon™ HD 5750

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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very good game. surprised it is free. ive bought many games i didnt enjoy as much as this. the game is challanging and relaxing
at the same time. i would totally wear a Saira t-shirt. for some reason it makes me think of 'beyond good and evil', because of
the taking pictures i think.. This dungeon crawler is a port from Nintendo 3DS and this explain why game have strange controls.
Unfortunately this doesn't explain why this game is so boring and bland. Legend of Grimrock is better in every possible
scenario.. Very unique gameplay style, with a strange and lovely art style. I think the Umihara Kawase games are wonderful for
anybody who has a high tolerance for frustrating platform/rope physics. It gets very difficult rather quickly, but if that doesn't
deter you there's a really fantastic game there.

Continuing this review after playing through the whole thing, there is a surprising amount of depth to this game. Even after
getting all the achievements, I feel there is still a lot to learn. Even once you understand the necessary techniques, it takes a long
time to master smooth and efficient execution, and it feels wonderful when you start to move well through this game.. For the
sale price of $2.99, I do heartily recommend this VR tour of our galaxy. It is very informative and has some very nice views of
the planets from space and a nice up close look at our moon. A lot of the focus is on the terrain of each planet along with their
moons. Space satellites are also mentioned when applicable.

I think it's strange they didn't include the Sun. Also, the controls were clunky. I get that they are going for immersion with
holding the grips when launching off to another planet or opening the doors of the shuttle. However, it gets annoying after a few
space hops. And you can't easily go where you want, you have to literally find the planet and then point towards it. It took me a
whlie to find Venus. And you have to open the tabs on the machine and then open more tabs to get more information on the
planet or moons.

Still, I enjoyed the VR tour of our galaxy. It took me exactly 42 minutes with trying to make sure I looked at everything the tour
had to offer (game doesn't tell you).

Rate 6\/10 sale price recommendation. Lack of content. Decent game. Not as gripping or addictive as borderlands 2, but just
different enough to make things feel fresh again. The humors will still crack you up, the horrendous timed missions and driving
mechanics will still make you frustrated as hell, and Marcus still doesn\u2019t offer any refund. Also you\u2019d want to peel
off Lilith\u2019s flesh and feed her to skags after completing the story :)
8\/10. Do not buy this software. It was last updated on December 2015 and nothing else has happened. The offical website is no
longer around. I couldn't get a refund as I spend too long waiting.
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I love the story mode, it's really interesting to play and watch especially I've watched the anime, this just fits in big puzzle.
Loving the gameplay too, it's such a shame no one plays this anymore... the graphics is nice too and they even animate some
parts of the story. I really like it.. First off i did not pay 90 $ for this pieace of sht its 30 for me stop thinking i gave 90 ...

Only got a 30 day of the unicorn this seems to be wrong i have send a ticket no responses yet in 2 days....

PS:

issue is fixed after 1 week they gave me a 120 day one.. Updating my review with the one I put on Softpedia:

I found Runeyana a few days after it was released on Steam and became interested after reading the information on it and
looking at the screenshots. I bought it shortly after finding it and haven't regretted the purchase.

I've spent close to 60 hours in Runeyana thus far, and although some of the mechanics get frustrating at times, it's still a very
engaging game. While the UI can be difficult at times to figure out, after a bit I found myself working with it unconsciously. It
could certainly use a more intuitive user interface, but I don't find it game breaking in the least. I actually find it fun to figure
things out on my own.

For instance, holding the shift key while transferring money to your chest will transfer 100 coins at a time rather than 10. You
can actually change the direction of your 'flight' by using the A and D keys, and of course more gradually by moving your
mouse to one side or another.

Crafting is rather simplistic to start, but easy to understand in a short period of time. The weapons require 16 Bones of the same
level, and the armor either requires 16 Hides or both Hides and Bones of the same level. After opening your inventory, there's a
button in the upper right of the window that shows levels of the individual items which makes things much easier to do.

You can gain skills dependent on the weapon you are using at the time from the various monsters with a red Mark (looks a bit
like red antlers) glowing above their heads. These are the skills you place in the action bar at the bottom of your screen. The
more you fight with a certain weapon type, the more skill slots open for it.

For me, discovery is part of the journey, and I eagerly await the next installments to this game.

Also worth mentioning is that the Developer of the game interacts with their player base and is helpful when bugs and issues are
found, as well as willing to listen to suggestions for improvement.

For those wondering if Runeyana is worth supporting and trying, I would definitely say yes. It has a lot of potential and is quite
enjoyable even with bugs expected in an early release game.. Game is funny. Rate 10 out of 10. I like what I see, a lot, and luv
word games. I want to play this game, but I can't play this game because the three buttons on the bottom don't show up on the
start screen. I can't change the settings if I can't get in the game. Its too big on my screen. What do I do?. To start with, I have
owned ACCURC since it was first released back about 4 years ago, and I think I paid $120 back then at launch. I probably have
30 hours into this SIM thus far. Aside from some issues with connecting the dongle initially, but swapping ports on computer
fixed it, I have never found issues with the sim that couldn't be overcome. I used to have phoenix 5.0 (RIP), and I can say that
this game far surpasses those games in the physics of the helicopters, though I think the planes in this game could use a little
more work. Connecting a transmitter is trickier than phoenix. No sim is exactly like real life of course because these RC fly
'flawlessly', but if you are wanting to get your practice time in with any craft, this is the program that I would recommend to
anyone getting into the hobby.
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